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Chapter 1. Introduction

There is nothing more difficult to take in hand, more perilous to conduct, or more uncertain

 in its success than to take the lead in the introduction of a new order of things.

- Niccolo Machiavelli

     The field of natural language processing (NLP) has benefited greatly from the 

presence of large amounts of text provided in different languages, i.e. parallel corpora. 

An NLP branch that has exploited the availability of parallel corpora is automatic 

extraction of bilingual machine readable dictionaries (MRD) (Fung, 1998). Nagao, Tsujii, 

Ueda, and Takiyama (1980) point out that many research areas require the availability of 

comprehensive up-to-date lemma-based bilingual MRDs, among which are machine 

translation (MT) and cross-language information retrieval. Manually-built MRDs lack 

coverage, and are expensive in terms of time and effort, particularly if they are to be kept 

up-to-date and covering both general and specialized technical terms. It is stressed 

throughout the literature that much research can still be done on the automatic extraction 

of lemma-based bilingual MRDs of languages belonging to different families, 

particularly if one of the languages is a morphologically rich language (e.g. Arabic) 

(Zughoul & Abu-Alshaar, 2005). 

     Extracting a lemma-based bilingual MRD from a parallel corpus basically means 

aligning the corresponding lemmas in the two sub-corpora using statistical techniques of 

maximizing the co-occurrence probability of each lemma pair (Fung, 1998). However, 

some pre-alignment and post-alignment steps might be required. It all depends on the 

objectives of the alignment, and how far or close the two languages are. For instance, the 
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far distance between Arabic and English results in a lot of pre-alignment and post-

alignment work to be done to build a system that automatically extracts a reasonably 

complete and exact lemma-based Arabic-English MRD. This is due to the fact that 

Arabic is a morphologically rich language, and stylistically different from English.

1.1 Objectives of the Study

     The present study considers the claim that the automatic extraction of reasonably 

complete and exact bilingual translation lexicons is an achievable task if the properties of 

each language are well considered. Given the morphological richness of Arabic, the 

present study devised a system that automatically learns from parallel corpora to extract 

valid entries for a comprehensive up-to-date Arabic-English MRD. The automatically 

generated MRD is compared and contrasted to a manually built dictionary to highlight 

the contributions, limitations and potentials of the automatic versus manual MRDs. The 

generated MRD: 1) has reasonable recall and high precision, 2) is significantly more 

comprehensive than the manually-built MRD in terms of the covered Arabic-English 

lemma pairs, and 3) has high potential for future improvement, e.g. the use of parallel 

data allows the generated MRD to be improved to include Arabic dialectal entries. 

1.2 Operational definitions

     Following are the operational definitions of the key terms of the present study:

1- English Translation Equivalent (ETE): In an Arabic-English lemma pair 

extracted from the parallel corpus, an ETE is the English lemma extracted by the 

aligner as the translation equivalent of the Arabic lemma.
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2- Machine Readable Dictionary (MRD): Melamed (1996) defines an MRD as 

“explicit representations of translational equivalence at the word level” (p. 125). 

The word level might be understood as the opposite of the phrase level, in which 

case the MRD developed in the present study will be matching Melamed’s 

definition. We set the length of the entries in the extracted MRD to one word as 

discussed in the methodology chapter. The word level in Melamed’s definition 

might be understood as the word form level, in which case the MRD developed in 

the present study will be differing from Melamed’s definition in the sense that the 

present MRD is lemma-based, i.e. it includes pairs of Arabic-English lemmas 

rather than word forms. 

    MRDs can be monolingual, bilingual or multilingual. Bilingual and 

multilingual MRDs are significantly important for machine translation systems 

and many other NLP applications, e.g. aligning parallel corpora, concordancing 

for bilingual lexicography, computer-assisted language learning, machine-assisted 

translation tools, and multilingual information retrieval. Monolingual MRDs are 

also important for NLP applications of monolingual nature, e.g. word-sense 

disambiguation (WSD). The MRD developed in the present study is bilingual 

(Arabic-English).

3- Root: a single morpheme that consists of three, four, or five consonants –

technically called “radicals”, and gives the “abstract meaning shared by all its 

derivations” (Habash, Rambow, & Kiraz, 2005, 18). For instance, all the words 
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َبتَك katab1 (he wrote). ِبتاَك  kAtib (writer), and باَتِك kitAb (book) share the root ktb

-which provides the basic meaning ‘writing (ك ت ب whose radicals are ,ك ت ب)

related’.

4- Pattern and Vocalism: the pattern is an abstract template that combines with the 

root and vocalism, a vocalic morpheme, to form a word stem in Arabic, Habash 

and Rambow (2006). Some special symbols can be used to distinguish the root 

radicals (i.e. consonants) from the vocalisms (i.e. vowels), e.g. numbers can be 

used to represent root radicals (1,2,3,4,5), and the symbol V can be used to 

represent vocalisms (Habash et al., 2005). For example, the pattern 1V2V3 (as in 

َكتب َ katab: wrote) indicates that vocalisms are inserted after the first and second 

radicals. The pattern may also include consonants other than the root radicals, and 

vowels other than the vocalisms, e.g. the pattern tV1V23V4 (as in فَرْخََزت tazax.raf:

got ornamented) includes an extra consonant t (ت). For more details about 

vocalisms, see McCarthy (1981) 2.

1.3 Thesis structure

     The thesis is structured as follows: the second chapter reviews the previous work on 

automatic extraction of MRDs in general, and Arabic-English MRDs in particular. It also 

reviews aspects of the Arabic morphology relevant to the objectives of the present study. 

The third chapter displays the steps of the methodology developed for automatically 

                                                
1 The present study follows the transliteration system of Habash et al. (2007). See appendix A for the 
transliteration keys.
2 Vocalisms are not the focus of the present study; however, it is important to mention that vocalisms are 
defined in terms of voice, i.e. passive and active (McCarthy, 1981). That is why long vowels (i.e. A [aa], U 
[uw], and I [iy]) are not considered vocalisms and, thus, are not represented with the symbol V in the 
pattern. Rather, long vowels are included in the pattern in their actual forms, e.g. in the pattern 1A2V3 (as 
in   ِكاتب َ kAtib [writer]), the long vowel A is included as A while the short vowel i is represented as V.  
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extracting the lemma-based Arabic-English MRD. The fourth chapter displays a 

discussion/evaluation of the results. The fifth chapter is the conclusion and future work. 

The last chapter is the list of references followed by appendices.
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Chapter 2. Literature Review

A well cultivated mind is made up of all the minds of preceding ages; 

it is only the one single mind educated by all previous time.

- Bernard Le Bovier Fontenelle

2.1 Automatic extraction of MRDs 

     In spite of the availability of bi-directional and multi-directional electronic 

dictionaries where Arabic is included (Zughoul & Abu-Alshaar, 2005), there are not 

many studies handling the automatic extraction of general-purpose Arabic-English MRD. 

Buckwalter (2004) is the most widely used comprehensive Arabic-English MRD. It is 

one of the best well-documented morphological analyzers for Modern Standard Arabic 

(Attia, 2006; Hajič, Smrž, Buckwalter, & Jin, 2005) and, thus, it is used as the gold for 

the present study. Sakhr online dictionary is another Arabic-English-Arabic dictionary; 

however, the unavailability of technical documents published about it makes it hard to be 

used for research purposes. There is some available research that handles relevant issues, 

though. Both the few studies on automatic extraction of Arabic-English MRDs and the 

studies on the other relevant issues are reviewed in this section.

2.1.1 Research on MRDs in general

     Many studies have been done on algorithms and techniques of automatically 

extracting bilingual MRDs (not including Arabic) from parallel corpora either as an end 

in themselves or as a means of supporting other research objectives like statistical 

machine translation (SMT) and alignment of parallel corpora. Examples of these 

algorithms are: Gale and Church (1991), which introduces a statistical measure of 
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association (X square) to find the translation pairs associated with high probabilities in 

parallel corpora; Kumano and Hirakawa (1994), which uses linguistic knowledge (i.e. 

word length) and statistical data to find translation pairs in Japanese-English parallel 

corpora; Fung and church (1994), which uses word distribution similarity (in text) to 

decide on good translation pairs; Wu and Xia (1995), which uses probabilistic alignment 

of a Chinese-English parallel corpus to extract a bilingual lexicon; Tufis and Barbu 

(2001), which uses a simple statistical approach of extracting possible translation pairs 

and including only the most probable among them in a bilingual lexicon; Widdows, 

Dorow, and Chan (2003), which uses vector space and cosine similarity measure to 

determine the good translation pairs in a parallel corpus of English-German medical 

abstracts; Echizen-ya, Kenji, and Yoshio (2006), which uses an algorithm that learns the 

adjacent information of words in different parallel corpora, including an English-

Japanese one, to determine the good translation pairs; and Simoes and Almeida (2007), 

which introduces a multi-purpose system that, among many other NLP tasks, uses the 

probabilistic approach to extract bilingual lexicons from parallel corpora. Melamed (1996, 

p. 126) points out that most of these algorithms are variations of the following algorithm:

1- Find the “similarity metric” which best fits the source and target languages. In 

most case, this metric is the co-occurrence frequency of source and target words.

2-  Use an association measure to compute the degree of association of the bilingual 

pairs and sort them accordingly.

3- Given the association scores in a random sample, decide the best threshold that 

filters only the good translation entries. 
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The present study is also a variation of this algorithm; however, it adds a lot of state-of-

the-art techniques observing the peculiar linguistic features of Arabic as a 

morphologically rich language. See the methodology chapter for more details. Some of 

the above mentioned algorithms are reviewed in brief or in details – depending on the 

degree of their relevance to the objectives of the current study – in the following 

paragraphs.

    Trujillo and Plowman (1991) use monolingual dictionaries to automatically build 

bilingual lexicons. Their point is that there is a set of common basic concepts (“meaning 

primitives”) which are used in defining nouns in Standard English and Spanish (Trujillo

& Plowman, 1991, p. 51). They use these concepts in describing each entry in each of the 

monolingual dictionaries. Then they look for the entries matching the same concept(s). 

Such entries are taken as good translation pairs. The approach followed in Trujillo and 

Plowman (1991) is different from the one adopted in the present study in the sense that 

the latter is morphology-oriented study while the former is semantics-oriented. The 

present study claims that the morphological richness of Arabic is a good source for 

information needed for automatically extracting a comprehensive Arabic-English lexicon. 

Also, the coverage of Trujillo and Plowman generated MRD is limited to the content of 

the monolingual dictionaries they used which, in most cases, lack coverage. On the 

contrary, the system developed in the present study overcomes this problem of limited 

coverage by extracting a bilingual MRD from parallel corpora, .

    Wu and Xia (1994) use probability scores in extracting a Chinese-English lexicon 

with high precision. Because Chinese, like Arabic, is a morphologically rich language, 
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they observed that using “absolute thresholds” will not be efficient in filtering the good 

translation pairs because of the sparseness and ambiguity issues (Wu & Xia, 1994, p. 

211). They devise a “significance” filter that reduces the bad entries in the generated 

lexicon at 86%. This filter is based on three measures: 1) only English words with 

occurrence frequency more than 25 are allowed into the lexicon; 2) from among the 

translations of each word, only the ones making the top 75% of the probability mass are 

allowed into the lexicon; and 3) all translations with probabilities less than 0.11 are not 

allowed into the lexicon (Wu & Xia, 1994, p. 211). This algorithm is based on many 

steps of filtering because Chinese is morphologically complicated and, thus, the noise 

alignments are many in the corpus. This morphological complicatedness and the resulting 

noise are the same case as the present study; however, the present study considers the 

claim that the use of machine learning in determining an efficient threshold gives 

reasonable recall and high precision, even higher than the one reached by Wu and Xia.

    Melamed (1996) used a parallel corpus to extract a comprehensive bilingual lexicon, 

and devised methods of increasing precision without harming recall. He observed that the 

statistical techniques used in extracting bilingual lexicons from bilingual corpora can be 

easily deceived by “indirect associations” – bilingual pairs which are not good translation 

pairs but still pass the statistical threshold of good translation pairs (Melamed, 1996, p. 

128). “Direct associations” (p. 128), on the other hand, are the targeted good source-

target translation pairs, i.e. the cases where the source and target words are true mutual 

translations. Instead of using threshold technique, which he opines as not very helpful for 

the automatic extraction task, Melamed uses an iterative algorithm to remove these bad 
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pairs from the extracted lexicon without significantly harming the recall of the good pairs. 

His technique, Melamed says, causes both precision and recall of the extracted bilingual 

lexicon to exceed 90%. 

    Melamed (1996) stresses that most of the work on automatic extraction of bilingual 

lexicons is based on IBM models, i.e. computing the P(translation|source) for each 

source-target pair. He points out that IBM models are not good for bilingual lexicon 

extraction because of two reasons: 1) most source words have many target words of very 

small probabilities making what Melamed calls “a long probabilistic tail”, 2) the “long 

probabilistic tail” causes the correct translations of the source word to have small 

probabilities too (Melamed, 1996, p. 126). These problems make threshold technique 

inefficient in deciding the good and bad translation pairs; rather, Melamed says, a more 

sophisticated method is needed for the automatic extraction task.

    The method proposed by Melamed (1996) for cleaning automatically extracted 

lexicons requires the availability of a “graded translation lexicon” (i.e. a lexicon where 

each translation pair has an association score produced by any association metric, e.g. 

likelihood ratio) and a parallel corpus that is aligned at a segment level higher than the 

sentence level (Melamed, 1996, p. 129). The method is also based on two assumptions: 1) 

“one-to-one assumption”: each occurrence of a word translates to only one word, 2) “no-

synonyms assumption”: a word type and its synonym can never appear in the same text 

segment (Melamed, 1996, p. 128). These two assumptions are the core of the method in 

the sense that if a segment containing word v aligns with a segment containing the word 

w and w`, then the translation pairs (v,w) and (v,w`) should not both be in the lexicon; one 
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of them is a bad pair (Melamed, 1996, p. 128). The best way to select the best pair, 

Melamed says, is the association score; “direct associations” tend to have higher 

association scores than the “indirect associations,” i.e. the pair having the highest 

association score is the best entry candidate (Melamed, 1996, p. 128). The “one-to-one 

assumption” implies that any other pair containing v or w in the same segment pair 

cannot be a good entry candidate (Melamed, 1996, p. 128). Melamed defines two 

categories: 1) correct links which represents how many times the words of the pair are 

correctly linked (i.e. win the association strength competition) when they co-occur in a 

segment, and 2) bad links which represents how many times the words of the pair are 

wrongly linked (i.e. lose the association strength competition) when they co-occur in a 

segment. Melamed uses the number of correct and bad links for each candidate lexicon 

entry to decide the good and bad lexicon entries. The candidate that takes the highest 

association score among its competitors many times more than it takes low score will be 

highly probable a good entry, while the candidate that takes the highest association score 

among its competitors less times than it takes low scores is highly probable a bad entry 

that should not be included in the lexicon. 

    Melamed (1996) defines a good cleaning algorithm that still uses the association 

scores as the measure to determine the entry candidates; however, it is the later part of the 

algorithm (i.e. the iterative part) that causes the cleaning of the lexicon. The present study, 

in contrast, tests whether a machine learning algorithm is able to do a similar cleaning job. 

It is still using the thresholding algorithm; however, it is used in a smart way that is able 

to decide an efficient threshold. Also, Melamed algorithm is used with languages of the 
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same family, i.e. French and English, which are very similar in many aspects. Melamed

does not mention whether the algorithm is expected to give the same results with 

morphologically rich languages or languages from different families. Because the present 

study includes Arabic, a language of complicated morphology, a machine learning 

algorithm is expected to give good results. Actually, the machine learning algorithm gave 

good results: a reasonable recall and very high precision – as discussed in the evaluation 

chapter. It is left for the future work to compare the results of applying the machine 

learning algorithm with the results of applying Melamed’s iterative algorithm.  

    Resnik, Oard, and Levow (2001) extract a French-English lexicon using a bilingual 

dictionary and a parallel corpus. Both a bilingual dictionary and a parallel corpus, Resnik 

et al. say, integrate together to give a good bilingual lexicon in the sense that dictionary 

translations are reliable while corpus translations are comprehensive. A parallel corpus, 

they say, helps extracting entries which are usually not included in dictionaries, such as 

neologisms and colloquial expressions; however, corpus-based extracted lexicons have 

the problem of much noise because extraction is based on statistical analysis. In deciding 

which translation pairs from the parallel corpus alignments are good as lexicon entries, 

Resnik et al. use likelihood ration to measure the association between the source and 

target words. The objective of Resnik et al. is to improve cross-language information 

retrieval (IR), i.e. the automatic extraction of the bilingual lexicon is not their goal; 

accordingly, they use an already existing bilingual dictionary. The present study, on the 

other hand, aims at building a translation lexicon (i.e. a lemma-based MRD) from scratch 

and, thus, cannot make use of the reliable evidence of an already existing MRDs. Using 
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an already existing MRD would have improved the results of the system in the present 

study (i.e. improve both precision and recall of the automatically extracted MRD); 

however, this would have undermined the claim that the generated MRD is automatically 

built from scratch. 

2.1.2 Research on Arabic MRDs

     Where Arabic-English lemma-based MRD automatic extraction from parallel corpora 

is concerned, there are not many studies handling this issue as discussed before; however, 

some studies handle relevant issues, e.g. Elkateb and Black (2001) and Black and El-

Kateb (2004) who developed an Arabic-English-Arabic conceptual dictionary based on 

WordNet, and Hwa, Nichols, and Sima’an (2006) who induced “lexical mapping between 

dialects of a diglossic language” (p. 74), i.e. MSA and Levantine (which are dialects of 

Arabic).

    Lee (2004) used morphological analysis to find “morphological and syntactic 

symmetry” between Arabic and English, as two languages with highly “asymmetrical 

morphological structures” (Introduction, para. 2). This is close to the purpose of the 

present study; however, Lee’s research contributes to bettering the alignment techniques 

between Arabic and English, not bettering the Arabic-English MRD as a whole. The 

present study looks at the alignment process as a step in the process of automatically 

extracting a lemma-based bilingual MRD. It is the case in Arabic and the 

morphologically rich languages that automatically building an MRD means more than 

just aligning the co-occurring words/phrases in the parallel corpus as a significant percent 
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of alignments could be bad alignments. For more details on this point see the following 

section on Arabic linguistic issues.

    The databases of the Buckwalter Arabic Morphological Analyzer (BAMA) 

(Buckwalter, 2004) comprise the most widely known comprehensive Arabic-English 

lexicon. BAMA was developed manually over several years and it has been used for 

many NLP applications, e.g., Penn Arabic TreeBank (Maamouri, Bies, Buckwalter, & 

Mekki, 2004). BAMA was considered as a possible gold for the present study; however,

it was found to have some problematic issues, e.g. form inconsistency, lemma ambiguity, 

and ETE limited coverage. For more details about these problematic issues, see the 

following section on the Arabic linguistic issues. As explained in the methodology and 

evaluation chapters, the results of using BAMA as gold were compared to the results of 

using other gold lexical databases which were found to give better results than BAMA. 

This comparison highlights the aforementioned problematic issues of BAMA. 

2.2 Arabic linguistic issues

     In the context of developing an Arabic-English lexicon using parallel corpora, there 

are three distinguishable Arabic linguistic challenges: orthographic, morphological, and 

lexical. 

   Orthographically, Arabic is written using an alphabet with optional diacritics. 

Diacritics are used to indicate short vowels, nominal indefiniteness (termed nunation), 

vowel absence (sukuwn) and consonantal reduplication (shadda).  At least one diacritic 

on a word appears in around 1.5% of all words (Diab, Ghoneim, & Habash, 2007). This 

diacritic optionality is a major factor in analytical ambiguity in Arabic. For example, the 
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undiacritized word كاتب kAtb can be used to represent: ٌكاتب ِ َ kaAtibũ ‘a writer’ or َكاتب َ َ

kaAtaba ‘he corresponded’ (among others). What adds to this orthographic ambiguity, 

Habash and Sadat (2006) observed, is that some Arabic letters are often written in 

different forms, e.g. the variants of the “hamzated Âalif” (p. 50): both إ and  are often  أ

written without Hamza (ء), i.e. written as ا. These orthographic peculiarities result in 

some words having multiple forms each (which causes “sparsity”), and some forms 

matching multiple words each (which causes “ambiguity”) (Habash & Sadat, 2006, p. 50).  

    Morphologically, although Arabic is systematic to some extent, it still constitutes a 

challenge to written and spoken language processing techniques (Zughoul & Abu-

Alshaar, 2005).  One challenge is Arabic’s very rich inflectional system that includes 

gender, number, case, aspect, voice, mood, person, and state. Another challenge is the use 

of non-concatenative processes with root-pattern schemes to produce both derivational 

and inflectional forms (Al-Sughaiyer & Al-Kharashi, 2004; Elkateb & Black, 2001).    

An example of the use of non-concatenative processes in producing inflectional forms is 

the formation of the broken plural in Arabic. The Arabic root ب ي ت byt, for example, has 

more than one morphological behavior in terms of the non-concatenative processes used 

in, first, producing the singular noun bay.t, and, then, producing a plural of that noun. The 

root byt + pattern 1V23 + vocalism a produce the singular noun bay.t. The use of + does 

not mean concatenation; rather, a non-concatenative process puts the root and vocalisms 

together in the pattern to form the singular noun. Another non-concatenative process puts 

the root byt together with the vocalism a and the long vowel A in the pattern ÂV12A3 to 

get the broken plural noun ÂabyAt (verses). A third non-concatenative process puts the 
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same root byt together with the vocalism u and the long vowel U in the pattern 1V2U3 to 

get the broken plural noun buyUt (houses). It is worth mentioning that, in certain cases, 

these non-concatenative processes are made more complicated by including phonological 

and orthographic modifications of the radicals and vocalisms in the pattern, e.g. when the 

noun includes an alif mawsoulah (ى [ý]) or includes an initial, medial or final weak 

consonant (و (w) or ي (y)). For more details about the nature of the three processes above 

see the Habash and Rambow (2005), Habash et al. (2005), and Habash and Rambow 

(2006).

    A third challenge is the set of clitics representing single-letter conjunctions and 

particles and object/possessive pronouns which can attach to basic word forms. These 

attachable clitics, Habash and Sadat (2006) point out, are distinguished from inflectional 

features such as gender, number, person and voice. The attachability of these clitics to the 

Arabic word increases its ambiguity. Habash and Sadat distinguish three degrees of 

cliticization strictly ordered in their closeness to the word base: [CONJ+ [PART+ [Al+ 

BASE +PRON]]]. The definite article Al+ (the) is prefixed at the deepest level to the 

BASE, the same as the pronominal clitics (+PRON, e.g. +hm [their/them]) except that 

pronominal clitics are suffixed to the BASE. The higher level of cliticization is “particle 

pro-clitics” (PART+ l+ [to/for], b+ [by/with], k+ [as/such] and s+ [will/future]) (Habash 

& Sadat, 2006, p. 50). The highest level of cliticization is “conjunction proclitics” 

(CONJ+ w+ [and] and f+ [then]) (Habash & Sadat, 2006, p. 50). 

    Due to the above challenges, Dichy and Farghaly (2007) investigate the structure of 

the Arabic word pointing out that it is a complex; however, it shows high degree of 
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regularity. A standard word form, Dichy and Farghaly say, would include only one 

“lexical nucleus,” i.e. tokenized stem (p. 115); however, it is the usual case that cliticized 

conjunctions, prepositions and pronouns are added to the right and the left of this nucleus. 

The word َوذھبنا ْ َ َ َ waðahab.nA (and we went), for example, is a single word that has the 

root ð h b َذھب the nucleus ,(ذ ه ب) َ ðahab (went), the cliticized conjunction و wa (and), 

and the cliticized pronoun َنا nA (we). Habash and Rambow (2005), using a white-

space/punctuation delimited definition of what a word is, observe that the morphological 

analysis of an Arabic word implies determining the values of a large number of features: 

333,000 morphological tags in Arabic versus 50 tags in English. These different 

challenges in morphology cause an added increase in ambiguity that is a big challenge to 

the task at hand.  For instance, the word وجدنا wjdnA can be analyzed as wa+jad~u+nA

‘and our grand-father [and+grand-father+our]’ (lemma is jad~) or wajad+nA ‘we found 

[found+we]’ (lemma is wajad). This ambiguity of Arabic is addressed by using a 

morphological disambiguation system, MADA (Habash & Rambow, 2005; Habash, 

Rambow, & Roth, 2009) as part of preprocessing the system resources.

   Lexically, the entries in a dictionary of the type targeted in the present study are 

lemmas. For English, lemmas are easily defined and derived given the limited 

morphology (tense and number primarily). The canonical lemma form for English is 

singular for nouns and infinitive for verbs.  In Arabic, the canonical lemma form which 

abstracts away from all inflected variants is more complex. For nouns, it is the singular 

indefinite uncliticized (masculine if gender-inflectable) form; and for verbs, it is the 

perfective 3rd masculine singular form. This is simple enough except for the partial 
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paradigm homonymy (PPH) phenomenon (N. Habash, personal communication, May 29, 

2009), which is an important manifestation of the richness of Arabic morphology that 

influences the automatic extraction of lemma-based Arabic-English MRDs. PPH occurs 

when two separate words share the same lemma form.  For instance, the lemma ْبیت َ bay.t

can represent the word ْبیت َ bay.t (house) whose plural is ُوتیُب buyuwt (houses) and the 

word ْبیت َ bay.t (verse) whose plural is اتَیَْب أ Âab.yAt (verses). Although the singular form 

of the words is homonymic, the plural is not.  Habash and Rambow (2006) address this 

issue by introducing the concept of a “Morphological Behavior Class” (MBC), which is 

essential in distinguishing the two “lexemes” (in Habash & Rambow’s terminology) (p. 

683).  A good Arabic English MRD is expected to match each lexeme with its English 

Translation Equivalent (ETE). The main goal of the present study was to automatically 

generate such an MRD. Fulfilling this goal needs a deep morphological analysis of the 

Arabic part of the parallel corpus, i.e. analyzing each Arabic word into its lexemes 

(lemma(s)+MBC(s)). The only available tool that could be used for this purpose was the 

Morphological Analyzer and Generator of Arabic Dialects (MAGEAD) (Habash & 

Rambow, 2006). Parts of this tool have not been fully developed until the time the 

present study was done. Accordingly, we used the MADA system to select lemmas for 

the present study and, thus, the issue of PPH was not addressed directly and was left to 

future work.  

    Related to the nature of the canonical Arabic lemma is the “categorical variations” –

also called “translation divergences” – between languages (Habash & Dorr, 2003, 

Background, para. 5), e.g. a morphologically rich language like Arabic and a 
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morphologically limited language like English. Habash, Dorr, and Traum (2002), 

investigating English and Spanish parallel texts, observed that 98% of the differences 

between source and target languages in structuring meaning involved a form or another 

of categorical variation, i.e. the source-target lemma pair can have different 

derivationally-related parts of speech (POSs). Accordingly, it is very normal in a parallel 

corpus to have a noun that is correctly translated into a verb, or an adjective that is 

correctly translated into a noun, e.g. ىَرْكِذ ðik.raý (N)  commemorate (V), and ّيِرْذِج

jið.riy~ (ADJ)  radically (ADV). Habash and Dorr developed Catvar tool which is a 

Categorical-Variation Database consisting of clusters of uninflected words and their 

categorical (i.e. POS) variants. For example, the words hunger (V), hunger (N), hungry

(AJ) and hungriness (N) are different English categorical variants included under the 

hungry cluster. For more information about Catvart, see Habash and Dorr (2003), and 

also the URL: http://clipdemos.umiacs.umd.edu/catvar/. The system developed in the 

present study is designed in a way that it achieves high consistency in extracting the 

translation pairs including categorical variants as good dictionary entries. However, it is 

left for future work to use Catvar to improve the consistency of the present system in this 

task.

    Habash (2004) points out that the variety of Arabic NLP applications resulted in a 

variety of Arabic morphological analysis techniques: Kiraz (1994); Beesley (1996), 

Xerox Arabic Analyzer; Buckwalter (2002) and Buckwalter (2004), Buckwalter Arabic 

Morphological Analyzer; Darwish (2002); Aljlayl and Frieder (2002); Habash and 

Rambow (2005) and Habash et al. (2009), MADA (a morphological disambiguation 
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system); and Attia (2006). Since morphological analysis of Arabic is not the focus of the 

present study, we will focus in the following subsections on the two systems used in the 

present study: the Buckwalter Arabic Morphological Analyzer (2004) (whose lexical 

databases are used as gold for the present study at one of its steps) and the Morphological 

Analysis and Disambiguation of Arabic system (used in the present study as a 

lemmatizer/lemma disambiguator). 

2.2.1 BAMA

     Buckwalter morphological analyzer is one of the best well-documented morphological 

analyzers for Modern Standard Arabic (Attia, 2006; Hajič et al., 2005). However, Attia 

(2006) points out that it has significant design and coverage problems. Only some of the 

problems observed by Attia relate to the focus of the present study. Following are some 

examples:

1- Certain features are omitted from the analyzer, e.g. a) the “clitic question 

morpheme” أ as in the verb أأقول ÂaÂaquwl (do I say), and in the noun أمحمد

ÂamuHam~ad (is Muhammad); b) imperative forms (except for 0.002%), which 

makes the analyzer unable to handle instructions in manuals; c) passive 

morphology (except for 15% of the verbs, with very few of them in the past tense), 

which makes very frequent passive verb forms not allowed as input (e.g. قابل

qAbal [meet]) while infrequent passive verb forms are allowed (e.g. یمات yumAt

[be made to die]) (p. 53).

2-  Does not implement rules of morphological analysis; rather, it lists for each input 

word all the possible forms at all inflectional levels. This means failure to make 
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use of whatever is common among inflectional levels, i.e. generality failure, 

which is very costly in terms of computation.

3- Loading the lexicon with classical entries which are no longer in use, e.g. a) قف

(qaf~a (to be dry)), b) أبد (abada (be untamed)), and c) أب (ab~a (desire)). 

Including such entries in the lexicon causes much unneeded ambiguity. Some of 

these classical entries are “fossilized” to certain “syntactic and morphological 

contexts” in the modern texts, e.g. ab~a (desire) always appears as ھیأب  la) ال

yaÂ.bah [does not care]) in modern texts (p. 54). Attia observes that the lexicon of 

the analyzer should allow only for the contemporary uses of words rather than 

increasing the ambiguity by allowing words that will never be used in modern 

texts.

4- Loading proper nouns with senses which are no more used in Arabic, e.g. 

allowing the proper noun حنیفة Haniyfaħ (Hanifah) to be analyzed as both the 

proper noun “Hanifah” and the adjective “orthodox” (p. 53). This is liable to 

cause unneeded ambiguity, Attia mentions.

5- Bad “spelling relaxation rules”: instead of finding ways to solve the problems of 

misspelled words, Buckwalter allows wrongly spelled words to appear in the 

analyzer’s lexicon, which adds much ambiguity and sparseness at the same time

(p. 54). An example is the unhamzated (written without Hamzah Âalif (ء  (A) ا

which is misspelled as a hamzated Âalif (written with Hamzah فاشل as in (Â) أ (ء

(fAšil [failure]) misspelled as فأشل (faÂašul [then I paralyze]). That Buckwalter 

relaxed some spelling rules caused much unneeded ambiguity, Attia says (p. 54). 
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6- Deficiency in handling the rules of combining words with clitics. Because 

Buckwalter is not rule-based, it does not observe some syntactic facts about 

Arabic, e.g. the fact that an Arabic noun can be followed by a possessive pronoun 

while an adjective cannot. Buckwalter analyzes the adjective معدي (muς.diy) as 

“contagious/infectious + my” considering the last y as a possessive clitic while in 

fact it is part of the root of the adjective (ع د ي [ς d y]) (p. 55). If the analyzer is 

aware of the above word-clitic combination rule, this bad analysis will not be 

produced. 

     For a full review of Buckwalter’s problems, see Attia (2006). While evaluating the 

current system against a set of Arabic-English lemma pairs randomly extracted from 

BAMA, we came across some other problematic issues with BAMA: 

1- BAMA dictionary was created by associating the English glosses of the stem

entries with their Arabic lemmas. Since the English gloss is associated with an 

Arabic stem, the English translation is not strictly an English lemma. For instance, 

English glosses of plural stems of Arabic nouns are plural (not singular). See 

Table 1 for some examples of this problem. 
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Table 1

BAMA Raw Entries

Arabic lemma BAMA glosses

يِّذَلا  Al~aðiy_1  as/like_those_(people)_who/whom_pl./ 

as/whom_masc.sg./like_which/who/ 

by_those_(people)_who/whom_pl./with/ 

for_those_(people)_who/whom_pl./to/ 

for_which/whom_fem.sg./who/to/ 

for_which/whom_masc.sg./who/to/ 

which/whom_masc.sg./who/whom_fem.pl./whom/who/ 

whom_fem.sg./by_which/who/with/ 

whom_masc.sg./by_which/who/with/ 

ْتأك ِیدَ  taÂ.kiyd_1 confirmation/affirmation/guarantee/FW-Wa with + the + 

certainty+[def.gen.](certainly/undoubtedly)  

<pos>bi/PREP+Al/DET+taÂ.kiyd/NOUN+i/CASE_DEF_

GEN</pos>/in confirmation (of)/in affirmation (of)/as a 

guarantee (that)

اتَذ  ðAt_1 beings/selves/precisely)/by_the_essence_def.gen._(exactly/

self/essence/same/having/possessing/those 

having/possessing  <pos> ðawAt/DEM_PRON_FP</pos>

انَسِْنإ Ǎin.sAn_1 Human being/human beings

2- The presence of inflectional information and multi-word translations may be good 

for a dictionary to have; however, it is problematic when inconsistently used, 

especially for the goal of evaluating automatically generated lemma-based 

dictionaries. We addressed this issue by semi-automatically cleaning, and 

manually verifying the quality of the cleaning step, for the BAMA set used for the 
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tuning and testing purposes in chapter IV. Results of cleaning the entries in Table 

1 are presented in Table 2.

Table 2

BAMA Cleaned Entries

Arabic lemma BAMA cleaned glosses 

يِّذَلا  Al~aðiy_1 who/which/whom

ِتأكید ْ َ  taÂ.kiyd_1 confirmation/affirmation/guarantee/ certainly/undoubtedly

اتَذ  ðAt_1 essence/self/same/being/possess/have

انَسِْنإ Ǎin.sAn_1 human/human_being

               

3- The underscores in lemma forms in BAMA are often used to indicate sense 

distinctions associated with PPH and MBCs discussed earlier. Unfortunately, this 

is not done consistently in BAMA, e.g., the lemma bay.t_3 representing the word 

bay.t/buyuwt has the glosses house and houses; however, the lemma bay.t_4

representing bay.t/Âab.yAt has the correct plural gloss verses, but the 

inconsistently ambiguous singular gloss house/verse.

4- The “categorical variation” feature discussed by Habash and Dorr (2003, 

Background, para. 5) is not consistently observed in BAMA. BAMA includes the 

following categorically variant Arabic-English lemma pairs: juz.ŷiy~_1 (ADJ) 

partially (ADV), maS.ruwf_1 (N)  spend (V), and jið.riy~_1 (ADJ)  root (N). 

However, the glosses of many Arabic lemmas in BAMA do not include all their 

possible translation divergences, e.g. the lemma hij.raħ_2 (N) does not have the 
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gloss emigrate (V); and the lemma tar.wiyj_1 (N) does not have the glosses 

spread (V), promoted (ADJ), and marketed (ADJ). This adds to the problem of 

using using BAMA for evaluation purposes. 

2.2.2 MADA

     Habash and Rambow (2005) devised the Morphological Analysis and Disambiguation 

of Arabic system (MADA), which was later developed into MADA+TOKAN by Habash 

et al. (2009). The present study addresses the ambiguity of Arabic by using MADA as 

part of preprocessing the Arabic sub-corpus, i.e. to select lemmas for the developed 

system. MADA is a software program that learns values for morphological features and 

learns how to use these values to choose among multiple morphological analyses. It uses 

Buckwalter Arabic Morphological Analyzer (BAMA) (Buckwalter, 2004) to generate a 

list of the potential morphological analyses for each word. Then, it combines the output 

of a set of classifiers for 19 orthogonal features (14 of which are morphological features) 

to make a decision about which of BAMA analyses of the word has higher confidence 

(i.e. closely matches the classifiers’ combined output) and which has less. The 14 

morphological features are: POS, CONJ (conjunction), PART (particle), PRO 

(pronominal), DETE (determiner), GEN (gender), NUM (number), PER (person), VOX

(voice), ASP (aspect), MOD (Mood), NUN (nunation: definiteness or indefiniteness), 

CON (construct: possessive or no possessive), and CAS (case). The other five orthogonal 

features are unigramlex (Lexeme predicted by a unigram model of lexemes), 

unigramdiac (Diacritic form predicted by a unigram model of diacritic forms), 

ngramlex (Lexeme predicted by an N-gram model of lexemes), isdefault (Boolean: 
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Whether the analysis a default BAMA output), and spellmatch (Boolean: Whether the 

diacritic form is a valid spelling match). MADA ranks all the possible lemmas for each 

word and can reach above 96% accuracy in this task (Roth, Rambow, Habash, Diab, & 

Rudin, 2008). For more details about the process of lemma choice by MADA, see 

Habash et al. (2009) and also Habash and Rambow (2005).

    To sum up, the contribution of the present study to the field is the full research done 

on the contributions, limitations and potentials of the automatic versus manual generation 

of lemma-based MRDs including at least a morphologically rich language, e.g. Arabic. 
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Chapter 3. Methodology

Methods are the master of masters.

- Charles Maurice De Talleyrand

     The present study uses 4 million words of an Arabic-English corpus as the source for 

MRD extraction.3The process of creating the corpus-based automatic MRD is divided 

into three stages: pre-alignment, alignment and phrase table extraction, and filtering. 

3.1 Pre-alignment 

     The pre-alignment techniques used with the English sub-corpus are lemmatizing, 

down-casing, separating punctuation from words, and splitting off ‘’s’. As for the Arabic 

sub-corpus, the pre-alignment techniques are: transliterating the Arabic sub-corpus and 

lemmatizing it using MADA (the Morphological Analysis and Disambiguation of Arabic), 

Habash et al. (2009). MADA ranks all the possible lemmas for each word and can reach 

above 96% accuracy in this task (Roth et al., 2008). MADA’s error in 

analyzing/disambiguating a word in text results in selecting a wrong lemma (that is 

orthographically close to the correct lemma) as the high confidence lemma of a word. As 

discussed in chapter II, section 2.2, MADA’s error in selecting the correct lemma can be 

attributed to the optional diacriticization in Arabic. The undiacriticization of the word 

المنطقیة AlmnTqyħ makes it readable both as ةَِّیقِطْنَمَْلا Alman.Tiqiy~aħ [the logical] (whose 

correct lemma is َّيِقِطْنَم man.Tiqiy~ [logical]) and as َّالمنطقیة ِ َِ ْ Almin.Taqiy~aħ [the zonal] 

(whose correct lemma is ْمن ّيَِقطِ  min.Taqiy~ [zonal)). Accordingly, MADA will correctly 

                                                
3 The parallel text includes Arabic News, eTIRR, English translation of Arabic Treebank, and Ummah. All 
resources are distributed by the Linguistic Data Consortium (http://www.ldc.upenn.edu).
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select the lemma for the word المنطقیة AlmnTqyħ in text 96% of the times, and will 

wrongly select the lemma for the same word in text 4% of the times. 

    For the task at hand, the Arabic sub-corpus was passed to MADA and was lemmatized 

as follows: each word of the Arabic sub-corpus was replaced by its MADA’s high 

confidence lemma (regardless of whether it is good or bad lemma). As to Roth et al. 

(2008), 96% of the words in the Arabic sub-corpus were correctly lemmatized. The

remaining 4% include cases like the following: the word المنطقیة AlmnTqyħ is lemmatized 

into َِّيقَطْنِم  min.Taqiy~ [zonal] and is aligned to the ETE logical. Considering both the 

Arabic sub-corpus text of this occurrence of the word المنطقیة AlmnTqyħ and its aligned 

ETE, the word المنطقیة AlmnTqyħ should be diacriticized as ةَِّیقِطْنَمَْلا Alman.Tiqiy~aħ [the 

logical]. In this case, the correct lemma of the word المنطقیة AlmnTqyħ is َِّيقِطْنَم man.Tiqiy~

[logical]. MADA’s 4% error is not addressed in the present study. It is planned as a future 

extension of the present study to consider the top n lemmas ranked by MADA instead of 

the single top choice. 

3.2 Alignment and phrase table extraction

     The present study adopts the phrase-table technique (Koehn, 2004; Lopez & Resnik, 

2006; Och, 1999) in extracting the candidate MRD entries from the lemmatized parallel 

corpus. A phrase table is a list of all possible phrases at all possible lengths in the Arabic 

sub-corpus and their translations in the English sub-corpus. Only phrases of length 1 were 

extracted for processing in the present study; phrases of larger length were left for future 

work. In the alignment step, the lemmatized parallel corpus is passed to GIZA++ (Och &

Ney, 2003) for alignment (using the default settings except for MaxPhraseLength set to 
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1), and a phrase table is generated out of the parallel corpus alignments. In this phrase 

table, each Arabic lemma is aligned to one or more English translations, e.g. man.Tiqiy~

َّيِقِطْنَم  is aligned to and (bad noisy example) in one phrase and to logical (good example) 

in another phrase. The generated phrase table gives 5 probability scores to each phrase: 

1) phrase translation probability φ(f|e)

2) lexical weighting lex(f|e)

3) phrase translation probability φ(e|f)

4) lexical weighting lex(e|f)

5) phrase penalty (always exp(1) = 2.718)

 For a review of how each of these scores is computed, see Koehn (2004). 

    Not all the phrases in the alignment-based phrase table are good translation pairs. The 

bad phrases in the phrase table extracted by the system from the parallel corpus fall into 4 

classes: 

1) Translating a content word into a function word, e.g. ىَرْكِذ ðik.raý (memory) 

 of

2) Translating a content word into a punctuation mark, e.g. ّيِمَالِْسإ <is.lAmiy~

(islamic)  (

3) Giving a word the translation of its next word, e.g. ِّيقَرَش šar.qiy~ (eastern) 

 province

4) Just wrong alignments, e.g. عَِشیِعِش šςyšς (proper noun)  department

    A huge amount of such translation noise is expected in the alignment of a 

morphologically rich language (like Arabic) with a morphologically limited language 
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(like English). In a sample of 1853 phrases, 1108 phrases (59.8%) were found by a 

human bilingual to be bad phrases. Accordingly, the alignment-based phrase table cannot 

be used as a bilingual MRD without filtering this translation noise out. Haruno and 

Yamazaki (1997) points out that including already existing general-purpose MRDs in the 

parallel corpus before aligned is liable to guide the alignment process and produce high 

quality alignments. Though this algorithm guarantees good alignment quality, it 

contradicts the objective of the current study, i.e. using parallel corpora to automatically 

build a comprehensive MRD from scratch. The present study post-processes the 

alignment-based phrase table in a smart way to overcome the translation noise problem. 

3.3 Filtering

     Creating a good MRD requires filtering all the above noise out, or most of it. In the 

post-alignment stage, Ripper (Cohen, 1996), a rule-based machine learning algorithms, is 

tuned to generate a machine-learnt threshold capable of filtering the bad phrases out of 

the alignment-based phrase table. Ripper is a binary algorithm that combines features to 

determine whether certain examined phenomenon is good or bad. Elming and Habash 

(2007) say that Ripper is good to use for such tasks for 2 reasons: 1) it produces human 

readable threshold conditions that allow better understanding of the decisions made, and 

2) it is fast compared to other machine learning algorithms. 

    A development data set of 1600 phrases selected randomly from the phrase table was 

tagged as ‘good’ or ‘bad’ in two different ways: 1) automatically (through comparison 

with BAMA), and 2) by a human bilingual. Each of these ways produced a different 

version of the development set. For each version of the tagged development set, the 
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following 7 features were extracted for each phrase and were passed to Ripper to learn 

which values for each of the 7 features (or a combination of them) characterize the good 

phrases and which values characterize the bad phrases. These 7 features are:

1) stop-word value4: ‘yes’ if the ETE is a stop-word, and ‘no’ if the ETE is not a 

stop-word

2) phrase translation probability φ(f|e) 

3) lexical weighting lex(f|e)

4) phrase translation probability φ(e|f)

5) lexical weighting lex(e|f)

6) product of 2 and 3 above

7) phrase quality, i.e. the human or automatic tag given to each phrase in the two 

versions of the development sets

     After passing the feature values of each version of the development set to Ripper, a 

threshold is developed. Ripper’s developed thresholds were then applied to a test set of 

1853 phrases, and the results were compared and discussed in the following Evaluation 

chapter. The reason why Ripper was tuned on two different versions of the development 

sets, and the reason why two thresholds were developed is also explained in the following 

Evaluation chapter. The reason why Ripper’s thresholds were tested against a test set of 

the phrase table and not against the whole phrase table is the following: the results of 

Ripper’s threshold tuned on the human-tagged version of the development set were to be 

evaluated against phrases tagged as ‘good’ by a human bilingual too. Since the whole 

                                                
4 This value was specified automatically by passing each phrase through a stop-word patter-matching filter
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phrase table would take too much time for its phrases to be tagged as ‘good’ or ‘bad’ by a 

human bilingual, a random test set was selected for evaluating the system. This is 

discussed with more details in the following Evaluation chapter, 
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Chapter 4. Evaluation 

True genius resides in the capacity for evaluation of uncertain, 

hazardous, and conflicting information.

- Winston Churchill

     Evaluating the results of the present study falls into 4 sections: 1) Created data, 2) 

Evaluation data, 3) Results, and 3) Error analysis.

4.1 Created data

1- Phrase table: the entire phrase table extracted by GIZA++ from the parallel corpus. It 

includes 89,067 phrases. Following Buckwalter’s system in disambiguating lemmas 

using a _digit marker (which is similar to Habash and Rambow (2005)’s MBC), the 

generated phrase table comprises 19321 lemmas. Because the present study does 

not address the MBC issue, the number of lemmas in phrase table after removing 

the _digit from lemmas is 17,958. 

2- BAMA: the lexical data base of Buckwalter Arabic Morphological Analyzer (2004). 

Given Buckwalter’s system in disambiguating lemmas using a _digit marker, 

BAMA includes 40225 lemmas. Because the present study does not address the 

MBC issue, the number of lemmas in BAMA after removing the _digit from 

lemmas is 37319 lemmas.

4.2 Evaluation data

     The originally created data were not used in their entirety for evaluating the system 

developed in the present study. Rather, samples of the originally created data were 

extracted for this purpose. These extracted samples are as follows:
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1- TUN: phrase table for the tuning set 200 Arabic lemmas (size: 1,600 phrases)

2- PHR: phrase table for the test set 200 Arabic lemmas. This set of data includes 

1,853 phases: pairs of Arabic lemmas and their English lemma translations. It is a 

completely natural set in the sense that includes the raw output of the aligner 

without any automatic or human filtering of the good and bad phrases. All the 

phrases in this set are nominated by the aligner as good translation phrases, i.e. 

candidates for dictionary entries. However, a thorough investigation of PHR shows 

that it includes many bad phrases, i.e. bad translation pairs, e.g. َإصدار ْ ِ ǍiS.dAr

(publication)  a, َأدب َ Âadab (literature) .,  ِّيقَرَش šar.qiy~ (eastern)  province, 

and عام ّ َ َ ςAm~ (general)  period. These four examples represent the main four 

classes of bad phrases in the aligner output: 1) translating a content word into a 

function word, 2) translating a content word into a punctuation mark, 3) giving a 

word the translation of its next word, and 4) translating a word into just a wrong 

translation. So we had to select a gold dictionary to evaluate the correctness of the 

alignment-based translations. The first suggested gold was Buckwalter’s Dictionary 

(BAMA). The set of glosses given by BAMA to the Arabic lemmas in PHR, with 

the exception of X_0 lemmas discussed in 3 below, were extracted to BAMraw as 

gold.

3- BAMraw: Buckwalter dictionary for the same 200 lemmas (size: 804 glosses). This 

data file is called BAMraw as it includes the extracted glosses of BAMA in their 

raw form, i.e. as they are in BAMA without cleaning their extra inflectional data. 

Out of the 200 lemmas in the test set, only 188 lemmas have English glosses in 
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BAMA. The remaining 12 lemmas (referred to as X_0 lemmas, e.g. ُأمادو َ َ ÂmAdw_0

 amado, and counting for 14 phrases) are realized and given correct translations 

by our system, but not by BAMA. This raises the coverage issue of the manually-

built dictionary versus the automatically generated ones: 6% of the lemmas in the 

automatically generated MRD do not appear in the manually-built one, while all the 

lemmas in the manually-built MRD (except for 3%) have at least one good 

translation in the automatically-generated dictionary. 

4- BAM: cleaned Buckwalter dictionary for the same 200 lemmas (size: 804 glosses), 

with the exception of the X_0 lemmas discussed immediately above. 

5- PHR#BAM: BAM-filtered subset of PHR (size: 277 phrases). This file was 

generated by automatically tagging the phrases of PHR as good or bad against 

BAM. The phrases tagged as good are the ones included in PHR#BAM. It 

constitutes 15% of PHR, which shows how noisy the automatic extraction of MRD 

from parallel corpora is. Because of this very low percentage, we asked a human 

bilingual to tag PHR phrases as good or bad to test the truth of this percentage. The 

result was the following file. 

6- PHR#HUM: human-filtered subset of PHR (size: 745 phrases). This file was 

generated by asking a human bilingual to tag the phrases of PHR as good or bad. 

The phrases tagged as good are the ones included in PHR#HUM. It constitutes 40% 

of PHR. Comparing this percentage to that of PHR#BAM against PHR shows: (a) 

the much noise in the MRD automatically extracted from parallel corpora, and the 

need to filter this noise out; (b) that many good translations in PHR are not included 
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in BAM (e.g.  َإصدار ْ ِ ǍiS.dAr  issue, and إقالة َ َ ِ ǍiqAlaħ  oust), which means that 

the human dictionary (BAM) lacks coverage and, thus, is not enough in itself or as 

gold for automatic dictionaries; (c) that a combination of both human and automatic 

dictionaries is liable to give a robust dictionary (i.e. PHR#HUM) that is good in 

itself and as a gold for automatic dictionaries. It is important to mention that 34% of 

BAM glosses are included in PHR#HUM, and that all PHR#BAM glosses 

constitutes 37% of PHR#HUM glosses. Since that the extra 63% of PHR#HUM 

glosses make up for the 66% of BAM glosses not extracted by the system, and that 

PHR#HUM is 2.5 times larger that PHR#BAM, PHR#HUM is used instead of 

BAM as gold for our system. Since PHR#HUM lacks 66% of BAM glosses, the 

following file was developed as a super gold.

7- GLB: BAM  PHR#HUM (size: 1273). This file includes all the glosses of BAM 

and PHR#HUM, excluding the repetition of the shared glosses. GLB file works as a 

super gold for our system. 41.5% of GLB is the contribution of BAM, 36.8% is the 

contribution of PHR#HUM, and 21.7% is shared by both BAM and PHR#HUM. It 

is quite clear how both BAM and PHR#HUM are almost equal in their contribution 

to GLB. The difference between GLB glosses, BAM glosses and the contribution of 

PHR#HUM glosses is indicated in the following 3 tables: Table 3 shows BAM 

glosses, Table 4 shows the contribution of PHR#HUM to BAM glosses, and Table 

5 shows GLB glosses.
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Table 3

BAM Glosses

Arabic lemma BAM glosses 

ْنحو  َ naH.w way/area/approach/method/manner/grammar

َإقالة   َ ِ ǍiqAlaħ discharge/dismissal

َّحتمیة  ِ ْ َ Hat.miy~aħ necessity/definiteness

ْعصر  َ ςaS.r epoch/period/age/squeeze/compression

       

        Table 4

        PHR#HUM Contribution to BAM

Arabic lemma PHR#HUM contribution to BAM

ْنحو  َ naH.w roughly/towards/about/around/approximately

َإقالة   َ ِ ǍiqAlaħ oust/dismiss/removal/depose/remove/sack/topple

َّحتمیة  ِ ْ َ Hat.miy~aħ assert/inevitability/inevitable

ْعصر  َ ςaS.r time/afternoon/era

            

        Table 5

        GLB Glosses

Arabic lemma GLB glosses 

ْنحو  َ naH.w way/area/approach/method/manner/grammar/roughly/to

wards/about/around/approximately

َإقالة   َ ِ ǍiqAlaħ discharge/dismissal/oust/dismiss/removal/depose/remove/s

ack/topple

َّحتمی  ِ ْ ةَ Hat.miy~aħ necessity/definiteness/assert/inevitability/inevitable

ْعصر  َ ςaS.r epoch/period/age/squeeze/compression/time/afternoon/era
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4.3 Results

     This section shows two types of results of the system: (a) the results of using 

PHR#HUM as gold, and (b) the results of using GLB as super gold. The three similarity 

measures used in evaluating our system are: 

1) Recall (R): a measure of completeness, i.e. how much of the gold is recalled in 

the test set. It is computed as (test set  gold set)  gold set. 

2) Precision (P): a measure of exactness, i.e. how much of the test set intersects 

with the gold set. It is computed as (test set  gold set)  test set. 

3) F-score: shows the balance between R and P, and is computed as (2*R*P) 

(R+P).

4.3.1 Using PHR#HUM as gold

     As table 6 below shows, the P score of PHR against PHR#HUM is very low because it 

is computed without a threshold that filters the bad phrases of PHR out. Accordingly, 

Ripper was trained on two versions of TUN: TUN#HUM and TUN#BAM, and two 

thresholds were generated and applied to PHR, resulting in the following two files:

1- PHR#RIPhum: the set of PHR phrases tagged as good by Ripper tuned on 

TUN#HUM. (size: 477 phrases). 

2- PHR#RIPbam: the set of PHR phrases tagged as good by Ripper tuned on 

TUN#BAM set. (size: 340 phrases) 
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Table 6

Summary of Overall R, P, and F Scores against PHR#HUM

Recall Precision F-score

PHR (baseline) 100% 40% 57%

 PHR#RIPhum 56% 88% 68%

PHR#RIPbam 40% 89% 55%

    

     Comparing the F-score of the last two files with the baseline F-score shows that there 

is 11% improvement when Ripper is tuned on TUN#HUM while no improvement 

happens when Ripper is tuned on TUN#BAM. This improvement is attributed to the R 

difference between the two cases, which stresses the above discussed coverage issue of 

the human dictionary (BAM) and the need for a robust dictionary (PHR#HUM) that is a 

combination of the human dictionary and a corpus-based dictionary as a comprehensive 

reference in itself and as gold for automatic dictionaries. Though PHR#RIPhum causes a 

drop in R, compared to the R score of PHR; however, PHR#RIPhum has a much higher P, 

more than double the P score of PHR. Both R and P scores are very important for an 

automatically generated MRD; however, to have a high P score with a bit lower R score 

(as is the case of PHR#RIPhum) is much better for an MRD than having a high R score 

with a very low P score (as is the case of PHR). It is worth mentioning that the R, P and 

F-score values in table 6 are overall values, i.e. computed over all the good glosses 

extracted for all the lemmas in each of the files above. Computing the average R, P and 

F-score for the lemmas in each file gives the following results:
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Table 7

Summary of Average R, P, and F Scores against PHR#HUM

Recall Precision F-score

PHR (baseline) 100% 40% 57%

 PHR#RIPhum 51% 94% 66%

PHR#RIPbam 38% 94% 54%

                                  

    Although there is a drop in the average R score, the same differences between the 

three data files in Table 6 and the same conclusion (i.e. the fact that PHR#RIPhum gives 

better results than PHR#RIPbam) are stressed by the average R, P and F-score values in 

table 7. As Table 8 below shows, the distribution of the average F-score of the lemmas in 

PHR#RIPhum is not even: 15 lemmas have 100% F-score, 24 lemmas are above 80% F-

score, 56 lemmas above 60% F-score, 32 above 50% F-score, 32 lemmas above 30% F-

score, and 42 lemmas below 30% F-score. 

Table 8

F-score Distribution of PHR#RIPhum Lemmas.

F-score Number of lemmas

100%  15

above 80%   24

above 60% 56

above 50%   32

above 30%   32

below 30%   42
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4.3.2 Using GLB as super gold

     For the sake of completeness, we compare our filtered sets against GLB knowing that 

it is too high of a goal any way since 41.5% of GLB glosses are not in the aligned parallel 

corpus to start with. However, it is still more objective to show the results of 

PHR#RIPhum given GLB and compare it to the results of PHR#RIPbam given GLB. 

Table 8 below shows that PHR#RIPhum F-score is better than that of PHR#RIPbam. 

Though PHR#RIPhum F-score is equal to the baseline (computed without any threshold), 

PHR#RIPhum F-score is better than the baseline because the former guarantees higher P, 

which is more important for an MRD as discussed above. It is a fact that PHR#RIPhum 

F-score is still low; however, this is due to the 41.5% of GLB glosses not in the parallel 

corpus. In order to be fair in evaluating the system, we added the 41.5% of GLB glosses 

to the three compared files and recomputed the F-score. As in Table 8, we found that 

PHR#RIPhum F-score is higher than the baseline while PHR#RIPbam F-score is lower 

than the base line. This comparison shows that an automatic dictionary (i.e. 

PHR#RIPhum) based on a combination of a manual and an automatic dictionary (i.e. 

PHR#HUM) still has a coverage issue with the English glosses; however, it is much 

better (in both R and P) than the manually built dictionary (PHR#RIPbam) whose 

coverage issue is more serious.
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Table 9

Summary of R, P, and F Scores against GLB

Recall Precision F-score

PHR (baseline) 59% 40% 47%

PHR#RIPhum 35% 88% 47%

PHR#RIPbam 23% 89% 36%

PHR  BAM 100% 68% 80%

PHR#RIPhum BAM 83% 94% 88%

PHR#RIPbam BAM 63% 81% 70%

                       

4.4 Error analysis

     We conducted error analysis for the R and P scores of PHR#RIPhum measured against 

PHR#HUM gold. The 12% error in P score comprises 36 lemmas (52 phrases) tagged as 

good by the system while they are bad in the gold. They fall into the following classes: 

1) MADA error lemmas, discussed in Methodology Chapter, constitute 67.3% of 

the error in P score. Examples of this category are: ََالظ مَّ Ďal~Am darkness, and  

َتعاقب َ َ taςAqab  punishable. In the first Example, MADA wrongly lemmatized 

the undiacriticized word ظالم ĎlAm into ََالظ مَّ Ďal~Am (tyrant), while the ETE and 

the text of this occurrence of the word show that its correct lemma is َمَالظ ĎalAm

(darkness). In the second example, MADA wrongly lemmatized the 

undiacriticized word تعاقب tςAqb into َتعاقب َ َ taςAqab (alternate), while the ETE and 

the the text of this occurrence of the word shows that its correct lemma is 

َعاقب َ ςAqab (punsishable). Considering the top n lemmas ranked by MADA 
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instead of the single top choice is liable to solve this problem. This technique 

(referred to as joint lemma) is left to future work.

2) MaxPhraseLength problem (5.7%). Limiting the length of phrases in phrase table 

to 1 extracts bad phrases which would be good if extracted in multi-word phrases. 

For example, the one-word phrase ِّيقَرَش šar.qiy~  belly is bad (because the 

lemma ِّيقَرَش šar.qiy~ means eastern), while the multi-word phrase  ْرقص ِّيقَرَشَ

raq.S šar.qiy~  belly dancing is good (though the lemma ِّيقَرَش šar.qiy~ is still 

translated as belly). The phrase  ْرقص ِّيقَرَشَ raq.S šar.qiy~ is a non-compositional 

multi-word expression (MWE) which literary means eastern dancing, but 

translated as belly dancing. That is why it is correct to assign the lemma belly as 

the translation for the lemma ِّيقَرَش šar.qiy~ in the MWE  ْرقص ِّيقَرَشَ raq.S šar.qiy~, 

but it is wrong to assign the same translation to the same lemma in a one-word 

phrase. Setting MaxPhraseLength to values higher than 1, which is left for future 

work, is liable to solve this problem. 

3) Giving a word the translation of the adjacent word (23%), e.g. جذب ْ َ jað.b

(attraction)  rope, and ةَاعَس sAςaħ (O’clock)  fifteen. Bettering the alignment 

quality, which is left for future work, is liable to solve this problem. 

4) Corpus-translator error (~4%): these cases are words which are originally given 

wrong translations in the parallel corpus, e.g. ِمستورد ْ َ ْ ُ  mus.taw.rid (importer) 

importuners. 

    The 44% error in R score comprises 329 phrases tagged as good in the gold and as bad 

in PHR#RIPhum. The error analysis of randomly selected 50 phrases show that they all 
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have low probability scores (e.g. رُصْنُع ςun.Sur  individual), which is attributed to bad 

alignments, i.e. to many Arabic lemmas wrongly aligned to an English lemma, or many 

English lemmas wrongly aligned to an Arabic lemmas. For example, the many Arabic 

lemmas wrongly aligned to the English lemma individual, and the many English lemmas 

wrongly aligned to the Arabic lemma ςun.Sur cause the phrase رُصْنُع ςun.Sur 

individual (which is a good phrase) to have low probabilities and, thus, fail to pass the 

machine-learned threshold.

   It is noticed that 8.5% of these 50 phrases are categorical variation (different POS tags) 

source-target lemma pairs, e.g. ذكرى َ ْ ِ ðik.raý (N)  commemorate (V), قضاء َ َ qaDA' (N) 

exterminate (V), مدعو ّ ُ َ mad.ςuw~ (ADJ)  summon (V), إنشاء َ ْ ِ Ǎin.šA' (N)  found (V), 

and دراسي ّ ِ َِ dirAsiy~ (ADJ)  curriculum (N), and ّيِرْذِج jið.riy~ (ADJ)  radically

(ADV). As discussed in section 2.2.1, the system developed in the present study is more 

consistent than BAMA in observing the categorical variation feature in extracting the 

good MRD entries (i.e. translation pairs). Meanwhile, using Catvar tool (Habash & Dorr, 

2003) is liable to much improve the consistency of the present study system in observing 

the categorical variation feature. This is left as a future extension of the present study.
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Chapter 5. Conclusion and Future Plans

Reasoning draws a conclusion, but does not make the conclusion certain, 

unless the mind discovers it by the path of experience.

- Roger Bacon

     In the present study, we presented, implemented and evaluated a technique for the 

automatic creation of a lemma-based machine readable dictionary for Arabic, a 

morphologically rich language. Implementing the technique adopted in the present study 

showed that just extracting an alignment-based phrase table is not enough as a good 

Arabic-English MRD. The generated phrase table included a huge amount of translation 

noise, which caused its precision to fall to 40%. Such a low precision score is very bad 

for the generated MRD. The recall of the basic system is artificially high since we 

evaluated against a human-filtered version of the phrase table (with no additions). 

    The goal of the present study was to extract a highly precise MRD with acceptable 

recall. To achieve this goal, the present study employed a machine learning algorithm to 

filter the bad translation pairs out of the alignment-based phrase table. The used machine 

learning algorithm extracted a filtered MRD with a very high precision (88%), double the 

precision of the raw alignment-based phrase table. Though the filtering process decreased 

the MRD recall, the filtered MRD is still better than the raw phrase table because of the 

very high precision. Also, the filtered MRD recall is still reasonable (56%). The fact that 

the generated MRD is much better than the raw alignment-based phrase table is 

evidenced by the fact that the f-score of the filtered MRD is 11% higher than that of the 
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raw phrase table, which means that error in the filtered MRD was reduced by 25% 

compared to the alignment-based phrase table.  

    The evaluation and error analysis of the precision and recall of the generated MRD 

show that it has a high degree of complementarity compared to a widely-used hand-

created dictionary. The precision of the generated dictionary is high, although its recall 

can be improved. Moreover, the technique described in the present study is very fast and 

can be easily scaled up to more parallel data. All in all, the present study gives a 

comprehensive view of the Arabic-English MRD automatic generation process: 

advantages, challenges, and potentials.  This is liable to raise a lot of research questions 

for future work.  

    In the future, we plan to: 1) address measures to improve dictionary recall, e.g. 

bettering the alignment quality and integrating Catvar databases (Habash & Dorr, 2003) 

into the system; 2) investigate extensions of the system to both extract multi-word 

expressions and solve the problem of ambiguous lemma failures in MADA; and 3) use 

more parallel data and study better models of lemmas that address partial paradigm 

homonymy.
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Appendix A

The following list is Habash et al. (2007) transliteration system for Arabic letters 

compared to Buckwalter (2004) transliteration system. 

Characters Examples

Arabic
Transliteratio

n
Buckwalte

r
Arabic

Transliteratio
n

Transcriptio
n  

Gloss

ء ' ' سماء samaA' /samā'/ sky
آ Ā | آمن Āmana /'āmana/ he believed
أ Â > َس◌أل َ saÂala  /sa'ala/ he asked
ؤ ŵ & مؤتمر muŵtamar /mu'tamar/ conference
إ Ǎ < تنإنتر Ǎintarnit /'intarnit/ internet
ئ ŷ } سائل saAŷil /sā'il/ liquid
ا A A كان kaAna /kāna/ he was
ب b b برید bariyd /barīd/ mail

ة ħ p مكتبة
maktabaħ
maktabaħũ

/maktaba/
/maktabatun
/

library
a library 
[nom.]

ت t t تنافس tanaAfus /tanāfus/ competition
ث θ v ثالثة θalaAθaħ /θalāθa/ three

ج j j جمیل jamiyl /jamīl/ beautiful

ح H H حاد HaAd /Hād/ sharp
خ x x خوذة xawðaħ /xawða/ helmet
د d d دلیل daliyl /dalīl/ guide
ذ ð * ذھب ðahab /ðahab/ gold
ر r r رفیع rafiyς /rafīς/ thin
ز z z زینة ziynaħ /zīna/ decoration
س s s سماء samaA' /samā'/ sky
ش š $ شریف šariyf /šarīf/ honest
ص S S صوت Sawt  /Sawt/  sound
ض D D ضریر Dariyr /Darīr/ blind
ط T T طویل Tawiyl /Tawīl/ tall
ظ Ď Z ظلم Ďulm /Ďulm/ injustice
ع ς E عمل ςamal /ςamal/ work
غ γ g غریب γariyb /γarīb/ strange
ف f f فیلم fiylm /fīlm/ movie
ق q q قادر qaAdir /qādir/ capable
ك k k كریم kariym /karīm/ generous
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ل l l لذیذ laðiyð /laðīð/ delicious
م m m مدیر mudiyr  /mudīr/  manager
ن n n نور nuwr /nūr/ light
ه h h ھول hawl /hawl/ devastation
و w w وصل waSl /waSl/ receipt
ى ý Y على ςalaý /ςala/ on
ي y y تین tiyn /tīn/ figs
◌َ a a َدھن َ َ dahana /dahana/ he painted
◌ُ u u َدھن ِ ُ duhina /duhina/ it was painted
◌ِ i i َدھن ِ ُ duhina /duhina/ it was painted
◌ً ã F ًكتابا kitaAbAã /kitāban/ a book [nom.]
◌ٌ ũ N ٌكتاب kitaAbũ /kitābun/ a book [acc.]

◌ٍ ĩ K ٍكتاب kitaAbĩ /kitābin/ a book [gen.]
◌ّ   † ~ ~ َكسر َّ َ kas~ara /kassara/ he smashed 

◌ْ   ‡
. o ِمسجد ْ َ

mas.jid 
or masjid 

/masjid/ mosque

§  ـ _ _ ِمســـــج ْ َ
د

mas.____jid /masjid/ mosque
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